Stramit Sunset®

Patio Roof Panels

Stramit Sunset® Patio Roof Panels were designed specially for the home improvement market, to make it easy to create stylish verandas, patios, barbecue areas and carports.

The unique design gives the underside of the roof a continuous surface, with no gaps between the panels, while the high gloss finish adds a touch of class. The absence of gaps also keeps out dust and insects, while the interlocking panels provide strength and a weather-tight seal.

This integrated patio roof system can be supplied with beams and accessories such as gutters, flashing and downpipes, as well as translucent panels in opal shade for natural lighting.

Manufactured from long-life, high tensile steel and finished in a range of COLORBOND® High Gloss colours, Stramit Sunset® Patio Roof Panels are a cost-effective way to add space and value to your home.

- Flat panellised design enhanced aesthetic appeal
- High tensile steel light weight and high strength
- Fully tested complete load performance tables
- Interlocking ribs enhanced security and appearance
- 1° minimum pitch low roof pitch and excellent drainage
- 290mm cover quick installation and easy handling
- Interlocking panels strength and weather-resistance
- Translucent panels natural illumination